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SUMAGROW TREATED TREES SHOW 
TOWERING GAINS
The ability of SumaGrow® treated pine seedlings to overcome 

vegetative competition and grow an additional 32 percent over 

the control treatment has significant economic implications 

for the domestic and global forest industry. The United States 

alone has a whopping 514 million planted acres and produces 

$200 billion in sales a year.

The chart (right) reflects the second year growth trend for 

these ArborGen 2nd generation improved loblolly pines. Pines 

spend the first year of life establishing a root system and 

crown and will show a much higher growth rate the second 

and third year. This growth trend demonstrates the increased 

root structure and crown mass (young pines will mirror 

below ground what is above ground) of the trees treated with 

a SumaGrow® containing product.

Test trees were treated with SumaGrow® at pre-determined 

rates as a root dip application before planting. Control trees 

received no application before planting and neither treatment 

group received any additional inputs, such as fertilizer or 

herbaceous weed control.



Additionally, these growth data reflect that SumaGrow® 

treated seedlings had impressive growth despite being 

planted in less productive soil. Because the treatment area 

consisted of variations in topography and soil productivity, 

concentrations of six ounces per gallon fell in a drainage 

ditch which was inundated for the majority of the seedlings’ 

first planted year and concentrations of ten ounces per gallon 

fell in a road bed with severe compaction. Interestingly, the 

growth data show how the loblolly seedlings overcame these 

environmental stressors and demonstrated the highest 

percentage of growth among the treatment groups in this 

study. And although the seedlings were five to seven percent 

smaller than the control seedlings at planting, the growth 

trend suggests they will soon overtake the control.

TESTIMONIAL - PIGOTT SATSUMA ORCHARD
“My grandfather, Vernon, has been around agriculture for the 

better half of 100 years now at 93 years of age. In his time he 

has seen many things come - and even more go. The makers 

of SumaGrow®, Bio Soil Enhancers, Inc. most likely have no 

greater advocate of their product than my grandfather.

Our Satsuma Orchard which happens to be the largest in the 

State of Mississippi was established in 1993. We have around 

276 Brown Select Satsuma Trees and in the winter of 1996 we 

experienced a ‘Killing Freeze’. In this freeze we lost the entire 

orchard. We were fortunate enough to manage to graft every 

stump with new stock the following spring though.

In the following years after the freeze we have been 

constantly plagued with the problem of getting the correct 

nutritional requirements for our trees. My grandfather tried 

everything in the books and some not there as well! He added 

several tons of nitrogen per acre, he added very little per acre 

as well as experimenting with exotic blends of nutrients. 

The predominate problem we have had has been a certain 

percentage of the crop has been out-sized and unmarketable. 

Satsumas typically are slightly smaller than and oranges and 

because of excessive rainfall and high levels of nitrogen we 

would routinely produce about 20 to 40 percent of the crop 

as grapefruit sized fruit. Completely unmarketable to the 

general public.

In the spring of 2013 we began using products containing 

SumaGrow® at the rate of one gallon per acre sprayed 

centrally down the rows with a boom type spray rig. We were 

instructed by Bio Soil Enhancers, Inc. to reduce our fertilizer 

rate by 50 percent which we did. We had a fairly cold spring 

which resulted in a decreased amount of flowers being put 

on but what did come on stayed (which is great) for the most 

part. What was remarkable was the sheer amount of leaves 

put on and the vibrant dark green color. If you inserted your 

The ability of plants and trees to overcome environmental 

extremes begins with the soil. Products containing SumaGrow® 

build soil health to grow healthy, productive trees. 

Timber, and trees collectively, are not only an economic boon 

for first world and developing countries, but also stand tall as 

one of our most valuable and versatile renewable resources-

cleaning our air, conserving our limited water resources, and 

reducing soil erosion.

The best protection for this life giving resource is high-vigor, 

healthy trees. It starts with the soil, it starts with SumaGrow®.
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hand into the trees after five to six inches you would no longer 

be able to see your hand - that’s how thick the vegetation was.

In the state of Mississippi you are not allowed to sell Satsumas 

that have a brix content lower than seven. Typically our 100 

percent NPK fruit runs around eight to nine brix level. This year 

in question had SumaGrow® treated trees that were randomly 

sampled averaging eleven to thirteen brix level! That is high 

enough to be noticed by even the recreational consumer, and 

notice they did! We reduced our percentage of out-sized fruit to 

around eight to ten percent on average as well. We attribute this 

to the reduced nitrogen applied.

Around the beginning of January 2014 we had another of those 

‘Killing Freeze’s’ which we dread so much. The temperature 

dropped to 11 degrees. Most fully mature 10+ year old trees 

can stand temperatures of around 25 degrees, but not for 

long periods. Every Satsuma tree that we knew of around the 

immediate area was dead. Every one of my grandfather’s trees 

lost 85 percent or better of their leaves. Thinking our trees 

were goners we decided to reapply SumaGrow® at the rate of 

1 gallon per acre we used last year. Our soil test showed that 

there was no need for NPK this year which we thought was 

interesting enough. We decided to apply 100 pounds per acre of 

nitrogen in an attempt to provide some extra nutrients to help 

these trees surpass this stress period if they could.

We are happy to announce that around 90 percent of my 

grandfather’s orchard has come back to life with only minimal 

damage to the tops of the trees. We lost a total of seven trees. 

With each tree producing $300 to $450 each it doesn’t take 

long to see the financial loss we faced. Although we know of 

no scientific way to prove it, our trees are alive and the trees 

belonging to our neighbors whom do not use SumaGrow®  are 

dead. You can make your decision on what happened, but as for 

us we will continue to use products containing SumaGrow.”

Drew Pigott, R.F.


